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Heading into Harvest
John Husk, General Manager   johnh@elburncoop.com

Summer is winding down—where did the time
go? It seems like my daughters just started sum-
mer break yesterday. I am hopeful that each of
you got away for some get away time even it was
just a day or two. 

The company closed out another successful year
June 30. Sales were just over $48 million with a
net  income of $718,000. Our balance sheet 
is strong and continues to improve. All of you
contribute to this success and on behalf of the
management team and Board of  Directors, I
want to thank you. 

One of our strategic goals was to provide direct
access for our patrons to the river market. We are
very pleased to be able to satisfy one of these
goals this summer with the addition of the
Morris Terminal. When we make an acquisition
like this the most important part of the transition
is the people who run the operation. We feel that
the Morris team is a great addition to Elburn
Cooperative and we are excited to have them
with us. 

During the summer we restructured downtown
Elburn to better fit what is being sold and offered
by the facility. Feed and supplies are the key 

components of the retail operation and that is
what we will continue to focus on. Sales have
almost doubled in two years at the store. With
the addition of the Lawn Care Division and the
grain and dry fertilizer operation, we have a
structure that will be successful. 

We’ve been very busy at all our other locations as
well. The crew at Sycamore is in the middle of an
in house project having to do with their liquid
containment system and the floor of their load
out shed. At Meredith Road, we’re repairing 
two of the older 105 foot bins. These repairs
involve leveling the floors, new reclaim convey-
ors, and new sweeps. 

At Newark, we’ve added another ammonia strip
till bar and the crew is doing repairs on some of
the other ammonia equipment. All of this is
going on as we work to empty our grain elevators
and get equipment ready to go for fall 
operations. 

I appreciate everyone’s efforts to get all of 
this done, and am confident we’ll be ready for
another successful harvest season. 
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Elburn Cooperative Company and Louis Dreyfus Corporation have reached an agreement for Elburn Cooperative to acquire the Louis Dreyfus River
Terminal in Morris, Illinois. 

The acquisition was effective August 1, 2006. All current Louis Dreyfus employees were offered employment with Elburn Cooperative. 

“The addition of a grain receiving point in Morris is very important for our customers in the area,” said John Husk, General Manager of Elburn
Cooperative Company. “Traditionally, much of the grain from our customers in the Elburn and Maple Park area has flowed to the Morris market; this
added facility offers our customers another alternative for their grain marketing needs.” 

The River Terminal will allow Elburn Cooperative to more fully participate in the grain pipeline to deliver more value to its traditional grain 
producer patrons as well as to other country elevators looking for competitive pricing and marketing programs, Husk said.

“We are excited to welcome the Louis Dreyfus employees to the Elburn Cooperative team and look forward to working with the customers 
currently selling grain to that facility,” he said.

Elburn Cooperative Company is a farmer owned cooperative serving more than 1,200 customers
in Northern Illinois. The company was established in 1921 and offers grain merchandising,
grain drying and storage, feed, supplies, lawn care and crop production solutions. Elburn
Cooperative also offers fertilizer programs, crop protection products, seed and application. 

Louis Dreyfus offers worldwide processing, trading and merchandising of various agricultural
commodities. Louis Dreyfus companies are located in 53 countries, and are consistently ranked
as one of the world’s largest merchandisers of grains and oilseeds every year. Louis Dreyfus
owns or operates many strategic assets around the world to conduct its global trading and 
merchandising activities. 

Elburn Cooperative’s Acquisition of Morris River
Terminal Increases Options for Area Grain Farmers

Welcome to our team in Morris: Deb Beshoar, 
Tom Brockman, Bill Gill and Mike Norton.

Meredith Road has seen a lot of change.
After the spring rush, we started shipping
some of the grain by containers.
Container shipping is a new way of
adding value to your grain. In the midst
of the grain shipments, we have been
gearing up for the fall grain harvest by lev-
eling the floors in the large 105 foot bins
to allow for more effective usage of the

new sweep augers that were also installed. We also put in new sweeps; this
is a plus for the up-keep in the grain bins. 

New Strip-Till Operator
We are happy to welcome Wayne Parchert over to the new strip-till 
operator. Wayne brings a lot of years of application experience to this
applicator and looks forward to the new challenge. We have added some
features to our strip-till operation this year to improve the efficiency of our
applications. Residual managers and fertilizer sensors were added for an
even product flow and redesigned mole knives will reduce plugging.

Trucking Logistics 
At Elburn Coop we know that the timing of your grain deliveries 
is important. As our geography and grain market outlets grow, grain 
logistics have become more important. In addition to our Elburn,
Meredith Road and Steward facilities we now have a grain facility Morris.
Coordinating our dispatching to efficiently use our facilities, serve our
patrons, and move grain into the best markets is a challenge we’re up to.   

The fall harvest season always seems to present the most logistical tests.
Large quantities of grain must be moved in a short time from many 
locations. Yields look to be promising in our area this year which should
provide many challenges as well as opportunities. To keep everyone rolling
efficiently, our goal is to provide our customers with the best service 
possible through excellent communication between our customers, truck
drivers and elevator operations.

Mike Etienne is the new Trucking Logistics Manager for the Cooperative
starting this fall. He can be contacted at Meredith Road at 
(630) 365-6444, by cell at (630) 327-2305, or Nextel direct connect
111*4757*65. Call Meredith Road and talk to Mike for your truck 
dispatching needs.  

Thanks to the great team effort by all of us at Meredith Road, we are ready
to meet all your fall needs.

Cory Davidson

Meredith Road: Team Effort Improves Service 
Cory Davidson, Meredith Road Manager   cory.davidson@elburncoop.com

Background: our new river terminal in Morris. 
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Elburn Cooperative Company would like to 
welcome seven new employees to our staff. 
Each brings experience and knowledge to 
the Cooperative.
Tom Brockman is the new lead in Morris. Tom has been working at Morris
since Cargill ran the facility about ten years ago and then with Louis Dreyfus.
As the facility undergoes its most recent change, Tom is quick to admit that he
is “used to companies changing around him.” Tom lives in Mazon with his wife,
Tina, and their two sons.

Deb Beshoar is the Office Manager in Morris. Deb has been adjusting to the
Elburn Cooperative system, learning new computer hardware and assisting with
a general office facelift. She primarily works with grain contracts, applying scale
tickets, and offering grain quotes. Deb says that in her free time she enjoys 
“gardening, boating, and spending time with her family.” Deb lives in Morris
with her husband, Tim, and their two daughters.

Bill Gill has been an elevator operator in Morris since 2000. Bill is a fan of the
Coal City football teams and loves to keep up with all their stats. He also enjoys
“traveling and auto racing.” Bill lives in Coal City with his wife, Mary.

Mike Norton is also an elevator operator in Morris, loading barges throughout
the day. Mike says that he “loves being outside, enjoying camping, hunting, 
fishing, and boating.” He also enjoys playing his guitar and writing music in his
free time. Mike moved to Morris this past month.

Tom Bergman has worked at Meredith Road since March 14. He works in the
shop with grain handling and anhydrous ammonia. “I’m a utility man ready for
anything,” says Tom. Tom has lived in this area, farming and raising hogs, for
his entire life.

Mike Etienne will dispatch at Meredith Road this fall. Mike brings 17 years
of experience to his post and has recently worked in export logistics. Mike enjoys
following sports at both the local high schools and the University of Illinois.

Seth Post is new to Blackberry Station. A spring graduate of Kansas State
University, Seth holds a degree in Social Science with an emphasis in public and
media relations. Seth is a Broncos fan and “loves his K-State Wildcats.” He also
has a passion for hunting. He has twice won the Kansas State Championship for
competitive turkey calling. Seth lives in Hoffman Estates with his wife, Tara.

Elburn Cooperative Team Welcomes New Employees

Elburn Cooperative Company is a grass roots farmer-owned 

cooperative organization. We feel it is important to give something

back to the community beyond the farm inputs and grain merchan-

dising services we provide. This past fiscal year alone, we con-

tributed over 5% of our net income to various local organizations. 

Our community involvement includes participation in 7 county fair

livestock auctions, Elburn Days activities, Corn Growers, Sports

boosters, YMCA, various high school sports and prom programs,

police and fire departments. We look forward to carrying on this

commitment in the years to come. 

Elburn Cooperative: A Company with a Community Focus
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Nobody could have imagined it five

years ago if we said that by this time we

would be loading 25% of our grain on

containers to go out to Asia. However,

that is precisely the pattern that has

taken hold, creating a need for an eval-

uation of current grain markets. 

Between the container market, processor market in Chicago, rail 

market in Mendota, and the rise of ethanol plants throughout the

Midwest, there has been a shift in traditional market patterns. While we

excitedly look forward to the opportunity the Morris acquisition brings

to the table, we need to maintain a keen awareness of the competition

other markets provide. 

Defining key markets

Which market is the “best” market? Each of the local market alternatives

has something to offer.

• The river market previously dominated the landscape of grain 

distribution, particularly in Northern Illinois. Between 15 and 20

years ago, the largest share of grain went to the river market. That

market is still important; we certainly think so as we now operate 

the facility in Morris. Instead of just delivering the grain to the river

terminals we now have an elevator or our own to help with the 

logistical needs of the elevator and our customers. It is exciting to be

part of the trade market on the river, and our increased involvement

will help us to bring value to the market. 

• The container market was not even on the radar screen five years ago.

As the price of fuel and other transportation costs have gone up, so to

has the cost of delivering grain in traditional export markets and 

vessels. Thus the non-traditional export markets to Asia have become

more attractive. The transportation cost for these containers does not

change as rapidly as it does for bulk exports. 

• The processor market in Chicago seems to be more prominent as well

because of demands nationwide for grain. There have been many

ebbs and flows of local grain deliveries to the processor market in

Chicago as anywhere from 9% to 35% of our grain deliveries have

been delivered in that direction in the past several years. This 

particular market isn’t growing, but the source for their grain needs

has changed significantly. Previously as much as 60% of the needs of

this market were filled by the railroad. As the number of ethanol

plants increase across the nation, the Chicago processor market must

rely more on their own local grain production than in some years 

in the past. This scenario could continue to create favorable 

opportunities for us in this market. 

• The rail market has impacted the southern and the western part of

our market territory as several “shuttle loaders” have been built in

Northern Illinois in the past five years. This new point of demand has

created more opportunities for local producers. These facilities have

been built as railroads and cattle feeding operations in Texas have

looked to diversify their grain origination alternatives. Traditionally

this market relied on Iowa, Nebraska and Minnesota corn 

production, but the aggressive expansion in ethanol production

forced feedlots to look to Illinois for some of their grain needs. With

the addition of the ethanol plants, Iowa could no longer adequately

Phil Farrell

The Grain Page
Making Decisions in a Diverse Market
Phil Farrell, Grain Manager   philf@elburncoop.com



Chris Spurlock
We’d like to welcome Chris Spurlock,

our new Grain Merchandiser at Maple

Park. Previously a Marketing Advisor for

an elevator along the Illinois River, Chris

will work on launching the Coop’s crop

insurance program. In addition he will

provide marketing advice to producers

and assist Scott and Phil with grain mer-

chandising. Chris graduated from Purdue University with a bachelor’s

degree in Agricultural Economics, specializing in futures, options, and

price analysis. Chris says that he “looks forward to meeting and working

with producers in the area.” Chris enjoys hunting and dog training. He

lives in Aurora with his wife, Jessica.

Chris can be reached at 815-827-3228, or by email at

chris.spurlock@elburncoop.com

Chris Spurlock 
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supply both the Texas cattle market and the new ethanol market. The

most common local delivery points for corn to these facilities are

Mendota and Ransom.

• The ethanol market, as we have seen, has had the most growth

throughout the Midwest. Locally there is one ethanol plant under

construction in Rochelle, Illinois with potential plants planned for

Rockford and Stillman Valley. We anticipate a good percentage of the

corn in the western part of our territory to go into these markets.

Upon its completion in December of 2006, the ethanol plant 

in Rochelle will likely be the major delivery point for our storage 

facility in Steward, just four miles to the south of Rochelle. 

Navigating the markets

The existence of so many grain market alternatives is a great opportuni-

ty for local grain producers. We feel that it is our responsibility to mon-

itor and deliver to you the best of these opportunities as they develop.

The advantage to the producer in working with the Elburn Cooperative

Company is best exemplified by 1) seeing the diversity available for our

grain deliveries, and 2) seeing that while we may be working to develop

a better market share for our Morris facility, we also have the ability to

be open to these other markets if conditions so dictate. Scott, Chris and

I are always available to help you evaluate which market alternative

makes the most sense for your situation. Have a safe harvest season. 

Elburn Cooperative has many

grain market alternatives; let us

help you evaluate which makes

the most sense for your needs.

Plans to relocate our central office are currently in the works. This comes

after Old Second Bank notified us that they will not be renewing our lease

for the office space here in Maple Park. The bank’s growth necessitates

that they expand into the space we have previously used.

As a result we are evaluating our long-term options. These options

include remodeling part of our Elburn store, constructing a new building

at Meredith Road or leasing space. Of course at the forefront of our dis-

cussions is what kind of space would provide comfort and convenience

for both our customers and visitors. We will keep you informed as we

work through this process.

Beginning the Transition 
to New Office Space



Website, Signs, Clinics 
Add to Elburn Cooperative
Norm Larson, Sales and Marketing Manager   norm.larson@elburncoop.com

Have you noticed the new signs around the neighborhood? We are updating around the area,
planning to add an agronomic touch you may not have seen before at locations like Meredith

Road or Newark. Tillage plots and agronomy clinics are being
organized.

We’ve also spent time out in the fields taking emergence stands
and conducting spacing studies on some of your strip-till fields.
The research plots compare strip-till v. conventional tillage.
Auto guidance will serve to aid you in the field to assure 
planting on the strip for strip-tillage.

What it takes to get a good net effective stand count is 
another exam we promote. Remember, it’s not the population you planted, but the number of
ears per acre that gives you yield. Our tools and techniques can help to improve your net 
effective stand to as much as $60 per acre to the bottom line.

Planter meters will be tuned up this winter. Residue managers are already being used on many
of your planters based on recommendations from our outside and in-house experts in the 
manufacturing industry. Yield monitor calibration and data analysis will soon become a larger
part of our services to you.

Helping you increase profits
All of these measures are designed to help you as growers be more 

profitable. All we ask is for you to give our salesmen an opportunity to apply
their knowledge and experience to your operation, providing you with

solutions for your needs. If you are successful with your operation’s
agronomy, we will all be winners. 

Norm Larson

2006 Resumes
Patronage Distributions
The company’s fiscal year ending June
30, 2006 reflected a net income of
$718,973 with your board of directors
declaring a patronage refund payout of
$193,486. The issuance was 50% cash.
Allocated equities issued with 1979
patronage refunds and all estates and 
eligible requests for redemption for
retired farmers were retired for a total
cash distribution of $194,848. The patron-
age was based on 1¢ per bushel of corn
and beans sold and 10% of storage
charges paid. The agronomy operations
of the company were not profitable
enough to support the tax deductibility of
a patronage refund on those operations. 

The company had capital expenditures in
the last fiscal year of $1,290,232 which
included the renovation of the conveyor
system at Steward and the down payment
on the 105’ bin under construction, the
strip-till tractor and applicator, the dry
blender at Newark, the JD sprayer at
Sycamore, and the equipment for the
lawn care venture. The current year has
the completion of the Steward bin, three
applicators, trucks and payments on
Morris. I am anticipating the current year
capital expenditures to approach two
million dollars. 

Additional term debt of one million 
dollars was undertaken to support the
continued expansion of the company. The
financial state of the company is very
healthy with working capital in excess of
$2.4 million at the fiscal year’s end. We
are set to move onward, as we work on
finding new office space.

F I N A N C I A L
C O R N E R
Dale Dykstra ,  CPA,  Control ler
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New signage at Meredith Road.

Remember, it’s not the population you planted, but

the number of ears per acre that gives you yield.
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Steward Prepares for a Busy Fall
Mike Harmon, Steward Manager   mikeh@elburncoop.com

I would like to thank everyone who came to our open house this
year at Steward. We had a beautiful evening to enjoy, and it was nice
to see so many people before the hectic fall season began. The vari-
ous additions to the facilities that are completed or in progress were
admired and inspected before their heavy break-in and usage period.

Second, I would like to emphasize the contribution our new bin 
will bring to the elevator. As you may recall from our spring 
newsletter, we already have made several improvements at the 
facility including a dry leg, extending one of the existing legs to serve

as our new wet leg and installing new conveyers.

With the ethanol boom now being felt in our immediate trade territory, we felt it necessary to add
more storage capacity in addition to those spring improvements. This comes after two years of 
winding up the harvest seasons with 200,000 plus bushels of corn on the ground.

From Shortage to Storage
After a period in June of conducting engineering studies and finalizing blueprints, we began to 
excavate for our new bin. By mid-August, the concrete crews had the foundation complete. The
recent steel delivery has enabled us to begin constructing the bin. With the ability to hold 657,000
bushels, the Sukup will bring the total capacity of the elevator to just over 2,000,000 bushels!
Although the bin isn’t scheduled to be done until the middle of harvest, the additional capacity will
be welcomed to the facility.

Mike Harmon

Construction continues on facility improvement.

When completed, our new bin capacity 
will be over 657,000 bushels!

Most people would have thought that
this summer was easy for us. Aphids, 
spider mites and bean leaf beetles were
fewer than years past, and Asian soybean
rust thankfully did not come our way
again. However, we at Sycamore 
managed to keep ourselves very busy
throughout the season with two key
projects. The first project focused on 

lining the outside concrete containment, while the second accomplished
sealing the floor of the inside loading area.

In years past, we have fixed the cracks in the outside containment with
some caulk-type crack filler. Recently, the cracks have become larger 
leading us to the conclusion that it was time to do a substantial repair.
After pulling out the fertilizer and herbicide tanks along with all the
pumps and piping, we installed special polypropylene liners. The liners,
which resemble a swimming pool liner, will flex independently from the
concrete and thus prevent leaks. 

The inside loading area needed a different approach due to the constant
truck traffic. Instead of using a liner, we applied an epoxy-type floor 

coating. This process required the removal of everything from the area,
plus a steam cleaning of the floor. Four different coats of paint-like 
materials were then applied to ensure that all of the cracks would be 
completely sealed. 

Ready and waiting for you
Both projects took a lot of time, money and patience, but without 
a doubt, we feel that they were very important for us to complete—
important not only so that we would comply with government regulations,
but also so that we would remain good stewards of the environment.

The completed containment project also means that we will be ready for
the fall rush. The variable rate maps are steadily being processed and the
dry floaters are ready to apply fertilizer and lime. Most importantly, deliv-
ery vehicles are ready and safe for what looks to be a prosperous harvest.

Dave Kleckner

Sycamore Completes Substantial Repairs
Dave Kleckner, Sycamore Manager   davek@elburncoop.com
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Newark: Using
Our Expertise to
Your Advantage
Rod Aulis, Newark Manager   
roda@elburncoop.com

As we prepare for this fall’s enjoyable harvest—
something we did not have last year—we are

also preparing
for next year’s
crop. 

Last year, we
were very fortu-
nate that the
weather cooper-
ated, enabling
us to complete

the strip-till orders that we received. Knowing
that not every year is so generous, we have
added to our line of strip-till equipment at the
Coop to help meet the increased demand for
strip-till service. Two new pieces of equipment
include a 24-row toolbar equipped with
Redball row units and a 12-row DMI strip-till

bar. Though the 24-row toolbar significantly
increases the width of the equipment, thus 
creating the possibility of affecting depth 
control, certain measures can be taken to ensure
a consistent depth. A couple of those measures
are incorporating parallel linkage and gauge
wheels on each row unit. The row unit also uses
a residue manager to efficiently clean the strip
during varying field conditions. 

Having the proper equipment is very 
important, but having the people with the
knowledge to properly use it is imperative. We
are pleased to welcome Scott Lagger to the staff
at Newark. Scott has an extensive background
in agriculture. He has worked in the Ag Retail
business locally for the past 11 years. Prior 
to that he was involved with a soil testing 
company that helped pioneer what we know
today as precision agriculture. Among Scott’s
many credentials is his certification as a Crop
Advisor. Scott also continues to be actively
involved in production agriculture. The 
addition of Scott to the Newark staff will enable
us to continue to provide the quality agronomic
recommendations, service and support to all of
our customers.

Rod Aulis

Having the proper equipment is very important, 

but having the people with the knowledge to 

properly use it is imperative.


